
Results: 

Search (as per above strategy) yielded 11 results, of which one was not relevant and 7 used interview as their research method. Out of the remaining 3 articles, there was 

only one which successfully used grounded theory for sample calculation. It was a large retrospective cohort study which analysed 10 years of data looking for 

unexpected deaths related to the Emergency Department visit. They used grounded theory to identify themes as it does so without prior hypotheses and applied it to 

case materials to identify possible medical error themes.

Conclusion

Conclusion: Grounded theory is a well-established process of data collection and sample calculation in social sciences but it is largely underutilised in medicine.  

Grounded theory suggests that theory emerges inductively from the data which is useful in the Emergency Department as commonly there is no formulated hypothesis 

and not a clear two groups of patients or treatments to compare. It allows for methods to be constantly refined, for a detailed and systemic data analysis to be undertaken 

and subsequent new theories to emerge. On another hand, it requires a large sample size to get meaningful results and for the researcher not to get focused on the 

context. Grounded Theory if used appropriately should be a puzzle coming together from the data available and through the researcher keeping an open mind in 

relation to emerging themes.  This means that a grounded theory is reliable when there comes no new categories in the data collected. There shou ld be better 

awareness of the Grounded Theory for the sample size calculation in Emergency Medicine studies as it would increase number of high quality research studies in the 

Emergency Departments.
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Introduction: 

Grounded Theory was first described in 1967 as a tool for qualitative research in education and psychology. It was developed by Glaser & Strauss who used it for 

sociology research. Grounded theory is deemed to be useful in studies where the researcher is trying to develop a theory but not to test or prove an existing theory. 

The research question has to be open ended and flexible. Study works on the principle of an emergent design, i.e. research question evolves, it is improved and 

changed based on the data collected. The sample size grows until the data collection is saturated and concept is fully developed, as opposed to sample size 

calculation based on the statistical difference to fit a certain hypothesis. Focus of this project is to see when Grounded Theory is useful in non-interview based 

medical research.

Methods: 

Literature review was performed using "grounded theory" AND "medical research" AND "Emergency Department" key words.


